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In the 21st century, language will be as important to business as technology was in the last century. For the last twenty years, the growth of “emerging markets”—markets from smaller or less developed non-English speaking countries—has surpassed the size of the United States market. In 1990, emerging markets accounted for less than a third of a much smaller total.¹ According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), 2013 was the first year in which emerging markets accounted for more than half of the world’s gross domestic product (GDP) on the basis of purchasing power.

This transformation of the global economy has enabled countries and businesses to provide American consumers with products and services in English without leaving their home country, thus bypassing the American workforce. The loss of these jobs to bilingual workers outside of the U.S. has made an impact on many industries—from call centers to accounting services, and even medical radiography. Ironically, as a nation of immigrants, the American workforce should be a source of unparalleled linguistic resources. Unlike the multinational bilingual workers who can compete for jobs in their home country and in the United States, Americans who speak only English are left to compete for mostly local jobs. Consequently, many American workers miss out on global business opportunities because they are competing against an increasingly skilled global workforce that is both multilingual and fluent in English.

Global business leaders understand that to grow their businesses across the world, they must provide sales and services in the native language of their consumers. According to a 2007 study by California State University at Chico, 65 percent of multinational enterprises believe localization is either important or very important for achieving higher company revenues. Developing a workforce that can sell to and service customers in their home country and in the United States has been a proven way to grow a nation’s GDP. The U.S. market—the largest in the world—and its mostly English-only workforce has created opportunities that global businesses and other nations have used to their advantage. Savvy business people across the globe realize that their ability to communicate both in their native language and English is a definite competitive asset. To build on that advantage, developing countries educate their students in English to better leverage business opportunities in the U.S. As Michael Schutzler of Forbes Insights wrote in 2011:
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“... As English usage proliferates worldwide, it’s becoming less of a differentiator or advantage. In fact, it’s making ‘bilingual’ the new prerequisite. Imagine a world in which everyone speaks English. You just graduated with an accounting degree. Congratulations. Prepare to compete with accounting graduates fluent in at least two languages. Given equal technical qualifications, who do you think will get the job? The same argument holds for a 20-year seasoned business executive. Do you really think your experience is enough? Brazil, Russia, India, China—and a host of European, Latin American, and Asian nations—are producing expert executives with outstanding resumes and multilingual fluency.”

21ST CENTURY GLOBAL ECONOMICS

Though the United States is the largest market in the world, the workforce largely speaks only English. And this is not by accident. U.S. schools have increasingly turned away from educating students in more than one language. The result is that immigrant languages are lost at a more rapid rate today than in the past. Relatively few students in the U.S. have access to bilingual or dual-language programs, despite the ever-growing demand. Even when schools provide some kind of bilingual program for English learners (students who already have a head start on bilingualism), the majority of schools see the native language only as a bridge to English, not as a subject in its own right. Once students have a command of the English language that is sufficient to survive in an English-only classroom, most programs for English learners “transition” students and the native language fades into the background, possibly lost entirely by subsequent generations. As Secretary of Education John King recently noted:

“We have a growing body of research that makes clear that students who are bilingual have advantages, not only in their literacy development, but in the development of problem-solving skills and other areas of cognition. What we see now is that bilingualism is a gift that we can give to our students and to our communities. And that is a powerful shift in our historical perspective on bilingualism... We know that our competitiveness as a country depends, in part, on advancing

---

that goal. A recent survey of California employers showed that a majority of employers, across all sectors, small business, large business, want and prefer bilingual employees. We know that our international competitors often do a significantly better job of preparing bilingual students. And so, we’ve got work to do as a country to ensure that we embrace bi-literacy and multi-literacy.”

While globalization and immigration have brought monumental change to nearly every community in America, this change provides the U.S. with a unique opportunity. In a nation that ranks 12th in the world in percentage of immigrants out of the total population, there exists a “largely untapped reservoir of linguistic competence in this country, namely heritage language speakers—the millions of indigenous, immigrant, and refugee individuals who are proficient in English and also have skills in other languages that were developed at home, in schools, in their countries of origin, or in language programs provided by their communities in the United States.”

THE POTENTIAL SUPPLY SIDE

More than 60 million people in the United States speak a language other than English at home. One in five students nationwide comes from a home in which another language is spoken. This percentage is expected to grow to 25% in the next few years. Yet, even with this linguistic wealth, Americans are famous for their monolingualism. The realization that what should be a great competitive advantage for Americans—a workforce that is multilingual—is turned into a disadvantage because of education policies that ignore or discourage the development of second languages.

---

Fortunately, Utah is pioneering a statewide language education policy that should be considered a model for the nation as it sets the goal of providing dual-language education for every student. As Alan Hall of Forbes magazine writes:

“A third of the state’s workforce is bilingual, according to the Economic Development Corporation of Utah. This is largely a result of the state’s large population of LDS, many of whom spend time as missionaries overseas. Utah’s language ability is an attractive benefit for companies in an increasingly global economy, and has helped lure large U.S. companies with international operations such as eBay, Goldman Sachs, Oracle and Procter & Gamble. Goldman Sachs’ Salt Lake City office is its second biggest in the Americas, with more than 1,400 employees. Utah has doubled its international trade over the past five years and this year [2013] it is up nearly 40%.” 12

Recently published research shows that employers prefer bilingual applicants. 13 Across all sectors of the economy, businesses overwhelmingly prefer to hire multilingual employees. While not all employers offer additional compensation for these language skills, the sooner a young person enters the labor force, the sooner he or she is accruing experience and seniority and working their way up the pay ladder. Additional research shows that among the millennial generation, multilingual employees are earning more on average. For example, Rubén Rumbaut studied over 6,000 children of immigrants, of varying ethnicities and language backgrounds, from the time they were in high school through their 20’s. 14 All were from the greater Southern California area, arguably the most linguistically diverse area of its size in the country. He compared individuals who had maintained their native language and were what he characterized “balanced bilinguals” (literate in both languages) with those who had lost the native language either partially or fully and were not biliterate. He controlled for socio-economic background, prior schooling, and a variety of factors known to influence schooling outcomes. Rumbaut found that balanced bilinguals were less likely to drop out of high school, more likely to have higher occupational status, and actually earned more in the labor market than those who had lost their home language either partially or fully. This was true across language groups. In fact, he found a linear relationship between the degree of biliteracy (balanced bilingualism) and the amount of money earned, with balanced bilinguals earning most, partial bilinguals less, and non-bilinguals least of

---


all. As an additional benefit, biliteracy lowers high-school dropout rates, with all the attendant benefits to the individual of more schooling.

Lucrecia Santibañez and Estela Zárate used the U.S. Department of Education national data set (Educational Longitudinal Survey, 2002) to track students from 10th grade through high school graduation and the beginning of college or other postsecondary situation. They studied children of immigrants, comparing those exposed to a non-English home language who achieved biliteracy ("high-use bilinguals") against those with weaker bilingualism/biliteracy, and those who were English only. Their sample looked at Chinese-speaking and Spanish-speaking students, and like Rumbaut, Santibañez and Zárate controlled for variables that contribute to schooling outcomes. They found that all the high-use, or balanced bilinguals (biliterates), went to college at higher rates than those who had weaker bilingual skills or none at all. Moreover, they found that among Spanish speakers, those biliterates were more likely to go to a 4-year college rather than a 2-year college. (Perhaps this finding held only for Spanish speakers because Chinese-American students are much more likely to go to 4-year colleges.) Given that Latino students have the lowest college completion rate of any subgroup—in large part because they overwhelmingly attend 2-year colleges—these findings are of enormous importance. Of course, college graduates earn considerably more than those individuals who only graduate from high school, so their bilingualism contributes indirectly to much higher earnings.

Orhan Agirdag looked at the issue from another direction by posing this question: *Is there an earnings penalty to losing one’s primary language?* Using another U.S. Department of Education national dataset (Educational Longitudinal Study, 1988/2000) and the Children of Immigrants Longitudinal Study (CILS 1991/2003), which contained approximately 2,000 students of varying language backgrounds from Miami and Los Angeles, Agirdag asked whether there were differences in earnings between balanced bilinguals and those children of immigrants who had “assimilated” such that they were no longer strong bilinguals or biliterates. Agirdag found that those children of immigrants who had lost their primary language skills suffered an annual earnings penalty of between $2,000 and $3,200. Later, Agirdag did the same analysis with newer U.S. Department of Education data, the ELS 2002
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(the same data used by Santibañez and Zárate) and found that the wage penalty was even greater for this newer generation—approximately $5,000.\textsuperscript{18}

Whether directly through the human capital represented by additional language skills, or through what Agirdag refers to as “multicultural capital”—the ability to move freely between cultures and languages—the studies cited all found that balanced bilinguals do indeed earn more in the labor market, and conversely, those who lose their primary language earn substantially less. Clearly, the practice of “transitional bilingual education,” the strategy of only using the primary language as a bridge to English and then ignoring that language once a student can survive in an English-only classroom, is not consistent with the expected eventual economic pay off. The biggest return to education is in supporting native language development to the point of developing balanced bilingualism so both the individual and society can reap the benefits. As these strong bilinguals graduate high school and enter college in increasingly higher numbers, they will earn more in their subsequent jobs, in turn reducing dependence on social services and increasing the amount of revenue they contribute to the local tax base.\textsuperscript{19}

These bilingual workers expand the boundaries of their prospective workplace, from local to global. As markets have transitioned from agricultural to industrial to what is now the information age, there are tremendous opportunities for those who can analyze, collaborate, and communicate with people all over the world while providing services in the local language of the client. These workers can compete for work in their home markets and in markets where their language fluency puts them at an advantage over those with only monolingual skills—like many in the American workforce.

In this information age, language and culture are the new “soft”ware. Adding an additional skillset in response to market conditions is exactly the type of challenge that America has risen to historically. While supporting English fluency is a must for all in America, we currently have educational language policies that by design or default constrict American workers’ global economic opportunities in fields that require biliteracy. Pivoting education to support academic fluency in multiple languages gives American workers new competitive advantages, at home and in global markets.

We can no longer afford to allow our workforce to compete in the global market with a skillset that puts us at a disadvantage. Many Americans recognize the trends that are transforming our communities and are eager to take action. President Obama and China’s President Xi Jinping recently signed the 1 Million Strong


Initiative, which strives to increase the number of U.S. students studying Mandarin from 200,000 to 1 million by 2020. This initiative aims to grow the next generation of leaders by improving their understanding of China, creating a pipeline of employees who are familiar with Chinese culture in a range of critical industries, and ensuring that U.S. students from all backgrounds have the opportunity to gain skills that are useful in a Chinese market. This initiative provides a model for other language groups as well. But it also begs the question: Where will the teachers come from to teach these students? Hopefully, many will come from the thousands of students who currently are earning the Seal of Biliteracy on their high school diplomas. In California alone, more than 85,000 young people have earned the seal since 2012, and 14 additional states and the District of Columbia have also adopted this program. Encouraging these young people to teach could be the next step for increasing the multilingual skills of the U.S.

In the United States, we cannot ignore the seismic changes altering our communities. Nor does it make sense to squander the rich linguistic resources that this nation already has. While other nations cultivate the technical and language skills of their workforces to expand on opportunities both in their home markets and here in the U.S., we cannot allow a lack of language proficiency to leave American workers at a competitive disadvantage.
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